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An Introductory Course of Particle Physics
The purpose of this textbook is to explain the Standard Model of particle physics to
a student with an undergraduate preparation in physics. Today we can claim to
have a fundamental picture of the strong and weak subnuclear forces. Through an
interplay between theory and experiment, we have learned the basic equations
through which these forces operate, and we have tested these equations against
observations at particle accelerators. The story is beautiful and full of surprises.
Using a simplified presentation that does not assume prior knowledge of quantum
field theory, this book begins from basic concepts of special relativity and quantum
mechanics, describes the key experiments that have clarified the structure of
elementary particle interactions, introduces the crucial theoretical concepts, and
builds up to the full description of elementary particle interactions as we know
them today.

Elementary Particle Physics
String theory is one of the most exciting and challenging areas of modern
theoretical physics. This book guides the reader from the basics of string theory to
recent developments. It introduces the basics of perturbative string theory, worldsheet supersymmetry, space-time supersymmetry, conformal field theory and the
heterotic string, before describing modern developments, including D-branes,
string dualities and M-theory. It then covers string geometry and flux
compactifications, applications to cosmology and particle physics, black holes in
string theory and M-theory, and the microscopic origin of black-hole entropy. It
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concludes with Matrix theory, the AdS/CFT duality and its generalizations. This
book is ideal for graduate students and researchers in modern string theory, and
will make an excellent textbook for a one-year course on string theory. It contains
over 120 exercises with solutions, and over 200 homework problems with solutions
available on a password protected website for lecturers at
www.cambridge.org/9780521860697.

Weak Scale Supersymmetry
An explanation of the basic concepts of theoretical and experimental nuclear and
particle physics.

Introduction to Classical Field Theory
This book brings together the most important topics in experimental particle
physics over the past forty years to give a brief but balanced overview of the
subject. The author begins by reviewing particle physics and discussing
electromagnetic and nuclear interactions. He then goes on to discuss three nearly
universal aspects of particle physics experiments: beams, targets, and fast
electronics. The second part of the book treats in detail the properties of various
types of particle detector, such as scintillation counters, Cerenkov counters,
proportional chambers, drift chambers, sampling calorimeters, and specialized
detectors. Wherever possible the author attempts to enumerate the advantages
and disadvantages of performance. Finally, he discusses aspects of specific
experiments, such as properties of triggers, types of measurement, spectrometers,
and the integration of detectors into coherent systems. Throughout the book, each
chapter begins with a discussion of the basic principles involved, followed by
selective examples.

Nuclear and Particle Physics
An Introduction to the Standard Model of Particle Physics familiarizes readers with
what is considered tested and accepted and in so doing, gives them a grounding in
particle physics in general. Whenever possible, Dr. Mann takes an historical
approach showing how the model is linked to the physics that most of us have
learned in less challenging areas. Dr. Mann reviews special relativity and classical
mechanics, symmetries, conservation laws, and particle classification; then
working from the tested paradigm of the model itself, he: Describes the Standard
Model in terms of its electromagnetic, strong, and weak components Explores the
experimental tools and methods of particle physics Introduces Feynman diagrams,
wave equations, and gauge invariance, building up to the theory of Quantum
Electrodynamics Describes the theories of the Strong and Electroweak interactions
Uncovers frontier areas and explores what might lie beyond our current concepts
of the subatomic world Those who work through the material will develop a solid
command of the basics of particle physics. The book does require a knowledge of
special relativity, quantum mechanics, and electromagnetism, but most
importantly it requires a hunger to understand at the most fundamental level: why
things exist and how it is that anything happens. This book will prepare students
and others for further study, but most importantly it will prepare them to open
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their minds to the mysteries that lie ahead. Ultimately, the Large Hadron Collider
may prove the model correct, helping so many realize their greatest dreams or it
might poke holes in the model, leaving us to wonder an even more exciting
possibility: that the answers lie in possibilities so unique that we have not even
dreamt of them.

Introduction to Elementary Particles
The first part of this two-part work is intended as an introduction to the
fundamentals, while the second part discusses applications from the point of view
of the researcher. Lively illustrations and informative tables, an overview at the
beginning of each chapter and exercises with solutions make this book a valuable
resource.

Introduction to Quantum Mechanics
An expansive and conceptually unifying textbook of fundamental and theoretical
physics, describing elementary particles and their interactions.

Gauge Theory of Elementary Particle Physics
An introduction to modern particle physics includes all the recent developments in
elementary particle physics, as well as its connections with cosmology and
astrophysics.

Elementary-Particle Physics
Quantum field theory is the basic mathematical framework that is used to describe
elementary particles. This textbook provides a complete and essential introduction
to the subject. Assuming only an undergraduate knowledge of quantum mechanics
and special relativity, this book is ideal for graduate students beginning the study
of elementary particles. The step-by-step presentation begins with basic concepts
illustrated by simple examples, and proceeds through historically important results
to thorough treatments of modern topics such as the renormalization group, spinorhelicity methods for quark and gluon scattering, magnetic monopoles, instantons,
supersymmetry, and the unification of forces. The book is written in a modular
format, with each chapter as self-contained as possible, and with the necessary
prerequisite material clearly identified. It is based on a year-long course given by
the author and contains extensive problems, with password protected solutions
available to lecturers at www.cambridge.org/9780521864497.

Problems and Solutions in Nuclear and Particle Physics
This book, part of the seven-volume series Major American Universities PhD
Qualifying Questions and Solutions contains detailed solutions to 483
questions/problems on atomic, molecular, nuclear and particle physics, as well as
experimental methodology. The problems are of a standard appropriate to
advanced undergraduate and graduate syllabi, and blend together two objectives
— understanding of physical principles and practical application. The volume is an
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invaluable supplement to textbooks.

Particle Physics
Modern Particle Physics
This is the third edition of a text that is already well established as one of the
standard undergraduate books on the subject of elementary particle physics.
Professor Hughes has updated the whole text in line with current particle
nomenclature and has added material to cover important new developments.
There is also a completely new major chapter on particle physics and cosmology,
an exciting subject that has become an area of increasing importance in recent
years. In this field much can be learned from the way the subject has developed,
and so, where this helps its understanding, a historical treatment is used. Unlike
other texts on this subject, at all stages the author closely links theoretical
developments to the relevant experimental measurements, providing a sound
foundation to what might otherwise be a rather abstract subject. He also provides
historical background where it will aid comprehension of the material.

Concepts of Elementary Particle Physics
The mathematical methods that physical scientists need for solving substantial
problems in their fields of study are set out clearly and simply in this tutorial-style
textbook. Students will develop problem-solving skills through hundreds of worked
examples, self-test questions and homework problems. Each chapter concludes
with a summary of the main procedures and results and all assumed prior
knowledge is summarized in one of the appendices. Over 300 worked examples
show how to use the techniques and around 100 self-test questions in the
footnotes act as checkpoints to build student confidence. Nearly 400 end-ofchapter problems combine ideas from the chapter to reinforce the concepts. Hints
and outline answers to the odd-numbered problems are given at the end of each
chapter, with fully-worked solutions to these problems given in the accompanying
Student Solutions Manual. Fully-worked solutions to all problems, passwordprotected for instructors, are available at www.cambridge.org/essential.

Introduction to Experimental Particle Physics
Provides fully updated coverage of undergraduate particle physics, including the
Higgs boson discovery, with an emphasis on physics over mathematics.

Revolutions in Twentieth-Century Physics
Supersymmetric models of particle physics predict new superpartner matter states
for each particle in the Standard Model. These superpartners will have wide
ranging implications, from cosmology to observations at high energy accelerators,
such as CERN's LHC. In this 2006 text, the authors develop the basic concepts of
supersymmetry and show how it can be incorporated into a theoretical framework
for describing unified theories of elementary particles. They develop the technical
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tools of supersymmetry using four-component spinor notation familiar to high
energy experimentalists and phenomenologists. The text takes the reader from an
abstract formalism to a straightforward recipe for writing supersymmetric gauge
theories of particle physics, and ultimately to the calculations necessary for
practical applications at colliders and in cosmology. This is a comprehensive,
practical and accessible introduction to supersymmetry for experimental and
phenomenological particle physicists and graduate students. Exercises and worked
examples that clarify the material are interspersed throughout.

Solutions Manual for Particle Physics at the New Millennium
Introduces the fundamentals of particle physics with a focus on modern
developments and an intuitive physical interpretation of results.

Modern Elementary Particle Physics
This is an introductory book on elementary particles and their interactions. It starts
out with many-body Schrödinger theory and second quantization and leads, via its
generalization, to relativistic fields of various spins and to gravity. The text begins
with the best known quantum field theory so far, the quantum electrodynamics of
photon and electrons (QED). It continues by developing the theory of strong
interactions between the elementary constituents of matter (quarks). This is
possible due to the property called asymptotic freedom. On the way one has to
tackle the problem of removing various infinities by renormalization. The divergent
sums of infinitely many diagrams are performed with the renormalization group or
by variational perturbation theory (VPT). The latter is an outcome of the FeynmanKleinert variational approach to path integrals discussed in two earlier books of the
author, one representing a comprehensive treatise on path integrals, the other
dealing with critial phenomena. Unlike ordinary perturbation theory, VPT produces
uniformly convergent series which are valid from weak to strong couplings, where
they describe critical phenomena. The present book develops the theory of
effective actions which allow to treat quantum phenomena with classical
formalism. For example, it derives the observed anomalous power laws of strongly
interacting theories from an extremum of the action. Their fluctuations are not
based on Gaussian distributions, as in the perturbative treatment of quantum field
theories, or in asymptotically-free theories, but on deviations from the average
which are much larger and which obey power-like distributions. Exactly solvable
models are discussed and their physical properties are compared with those
derived from general methods. In the last chapter we discuss the problem of
quantizing the classical theory of gravity. Contents: FundamentalsField Formulation
of Many-Body Quantum PhysicsInteracting Nonrelativistic ParticlesFree Relativistic
Particles and FieldsClassical RadiationRelativistic Particles and Fields in External
Electromagnetic PotentialQuantization of Relativistic Free FieldsContinuous
Symmetries and Conservation Laws. Noether's TheoremScattering and Decay of
ParticlesQuantum Field Theoretic Perturbation TheoryExtracting Finite Results from
Perturbation Series. Regularization, RenormalizationQuantum
ElectrodynamicsFormal Properties of Perturbation TheoryFunctional-Integral
Representation of Quantum Field TheorySystematic Graphical Construction of
Feynman DiagramsSpontaneous Symmetry BreakdownScalar Quantum
ElectrodynamicsExactly Solvable O(N)-Symmetric ϕ4-Theory for Large NNonlinear
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σ-ModelThe Renormalization GroupCritical Properties of Nonlinear σModelFunctional-Integral Calculation of Effective Action. Loop ExpansionExactly
Solvable O(N)-Symmetric Four-Fermion Theory in 2+ε Dimensions Internal
Symmetries of Strong InteractionsSymmetries Linking Internal and Spacetime
PropertiesHadronization of Quark TheoriesWeak InteractionsNonabelian Gauge
Theory of Strong InteractionsCosmology with General Curvature-Dependent
LagrangianEinstein Gravity from Fluctuating Conformal GravityPurely Geometric
Part of Dark Matter Readership: Students and researchers in theoretical physics.

Particles and Quantum Fields
The book provides theoretical and phenomenological insights on the structure of
matter, presenting concepts and features of elementary particle physics and
fundamental aspects of nuclear physics. Starting with the basics (nomenclature,
classification, acceleration techniques, detection of elementary particles), the
properties of fundamental interactions (electromagnetic, weak and strong) are
introduced with a mathematical formalism suited to undergraduate students. Some
experimental results (the discovery of neutral currents and of the W± and Z0
bosons; the quark structure observed using deep inelastic scattering experiments)
show the necessity of an evolution of the formalism. This motivates a more
detailed description of the weak and strong interactions, of the Standard Model of
the microcosm with its experimental tests, and of the Higgs mechanism. The open
problems in the Standard Model of the microcosm and macrocosm are presented
at the end of the book. For example, the CP violation currently measured does not
explain the matter-antimatter asymmetry of the observable universe; the neutrino
oscillations and the estimated amount of cosmological dark matter seem to require
new physics beyond the Standard Model. A list of other introductory texts, work
reviews and some specialized publications is reported in the bibliography.
Translation from the Italian Language Edition "Particelle e interazioni fondamentali"
by Sylvie Braibant, Giorgio Giacomelli, and Maurizio Spurio Copyright © SpringerVerlag Italia, 2009 Springer-Verlag Italia is part of Springer Science+Business
Media All Rights Reserved

Astroparticle Physics
This self-contained text describes breakthroughs in our understanding of the
structure and interactions of elementary particles. It provides students of
theoretical or experimental physics with the background material to grasp the
significance of these developments.

An Introduction To Quantum Field Theory
Unique in its coverage of all aspects of modern particle physics, this textbook
provides a clear connection between the theory and recent experimental results,
including the discovery of the Higgs boson at CERN. It provides a comprehensive
and self-contained description of the Standard Model of particle physics suitable for
upper-level undergraduate students and graduate students studying experimental
particle physics. Physical theory is introduced in a straightforward manner with full
mathematical derivations throughout. Fully-worked examples enable students to
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link the mathematical theory to results from modern particle physics experiments.
End-of-chapter exercises, graded by difficulty, provide students with a deeper
understanding of the subject. Online resources available at
www.cambridge.org/MPP feature password-protected fully-worked solutions to
problems for instructors, numerical solutions and hints to the problems for
students and PowerPoint slides and JPEGs of figures from the book.

Subatomic Physics
This volume is an exercises and solutions manual that complements the book
"Particles and Fundamental Interactions" by Sylvie Braibant, Giorgio Giacomelli,
and Maurizio Spurio. It aims to give additional intellectual stimulation for students
in experimental particle physics. It will be a helpful companion in the preparation
of a written examination, but also it provides a means to gaining a deeper
understanding of high energy physics. The problems proposed are sometimes true
and important research questions, which are described and solved in a step-bystep manner. In addition to the problems and solutions, this book offers fifteen
Supplements that give further insight into topical subjects related to particle
accelerators, signal and data acquisition systems and computational methods to
treat them.

Introduction to High Energy Physics
This book is written for students and scientists wanting to learn about the Standard
Model of particle physics. Only an introductory course knowledge about quantum
theory is needed. The text provides a pedagogical description of the theory, and
incorporates the recent Higgs boson and top quark discoveries. With its clear and
engaging style, this new edition retains its essential simplicity. Long and detailed
calculations are replaced by simple approximate ones. It includes introductions to
accelerators, colliders, and detectors, and several main experimental tests of the
Standard Model are explained. Descriptions of some well-motivated extensions of
the Standard Model prepare the reader for new developments. It emphasizes the
concepts of gauge theories and Higgs physics, electroweak unification and
symmetry breaking, and how force strengths vary with energy, providing a solid
foundation for those working in the field, and for those who simply want to learn
about the Standard Model.

Introduction to Elementary Particle Theory
An Introduction to Quantum Field Theory is a textbook intended for the graduate
physics course covering relativistic quantum mechanics, quantum
electrodynamics, and Feynman diagrams. The authors make these subjects
accessible through carefully worked examples illustrating the technical aspects of
the subject, and intuitive explanations of what is going on behind the mathematics.
After presenting the basics of quantum electrodynamics, the authors discuss the
theory of renormalization and its relation to statistical mechanics, and introduce
the renormalization group. This discussion sets the stage for a discussion of the
physical principles that underlie the fundamental interactions of elementary
particle physics and their description by gauge field theories.
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Problems and Solutions on Atomic, Nuclear and Particle
Physics
An introductory course on nuclear and particle physics for undergraduate and earlygraduate students. It covers the fundamentals of both nuclear and particle physics,
giving emphasis to the discovery and history of developments in the field, and is
experimentally/phenomenologically oriented.

Particles and Fundamental Interactions: Supplements,
Problems and Solutions
For graduate students unfamiliar with particle physics, An Introductory Course of
Particle Physics teaches the basic techniques and fundamental theories related to
the subject. It gives students the competence to work out various properties of
fundamental particles, such as scattering cross-section and lifetime. The book also
gives a lucid summary of the main ideas involved. In giving students a taste of
fundamental interactions among elementary particles, the author does not assume
any prior knowledge of quantum field theory. He presents a brief introduction that
supplies students with the necessary tools without seriously getting into the nittygritty of quantum field theory, and then explores advanced topics in detail. The
book then discusses group theory, and in this case the author assumes that
students are familiar with the basic definitions and properties of a group, and even
SU(2) and its representations. With this foundation established, he goes on to
discuss representations of continuous groups bigger than SU(2) in detail. The
material is presented at a level that M.Sc. and Ph.D. students can understand, with
exercises throughout the text at points at which performing the exercises would be
most beneficial. Anyone teaching a one-semester course will probably have to
choose from the topics covered, because this text also contains advanced material
that might not be covered within a semester due to lack of time. Thus it provides
the teaching tool with the flexibility to customize the course to suit your needs.

Elementary Particles and Their Interactions
' The original edition of Introduction to Nuclear and Particle Physics was used with
great success for single-semester courses on nuclear and particle physics offered
by American and Canadian universities at the undergraduate level. It was also
translated into German, and used overseas. Being less formal but well-written, this
book is a good vehicle for learning the more intuitive rather than formal aspects of
the subject. It is therefore of value to scientists with a minimal background in
quantum mechanics, but is sufficiently substantive to have been recommended for
graduate students interested in the fields covered in the text. In the second
edition, the material begins with an exceptionally clear development of Rutherford
scattering and, in the four following chapters, discusses sundry phenomenological
issues concerning nuclear properties and structure, and general applications of
radioactivity and of the nuclear force. This is followed by two chapters dealing with
interactions of particles in matter, and how these characteristics are used to detect
and identify such particles. A chapter on accelerators rounds out the experimental
aspects of the field. The final seven chapters deal with elementary-particle
phenomena, both before and after the realization of the Standard Model. This is
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interspersed with discussion of symmetries in classical physics and in the quantum
domain, bringing into full focus the issues concerning CP violation, isotopic spin,
and other symmetries. The final three chapters are devoted to the Standard Model
and to possibly new physics beyond it, emphasizing unification of forces,
supersymmetry, and other exciting areas of current research. The book contains
several appendices on related subjects, such as special relativity, the nature of
symmetry groups, etc. There are also many examples and problems in the text
that are of value in gauging the reader's understanding of the material.
Contents:Rutherford ScatteringNuclear PhenomenologyNuclear ModelsNuclear
RadiationApplications of Nuclear PhysicsEnergy Deposition in MediaParticle
DetectionAcceleratorsProperties and Interactions of Elementary
ParticlesSymmetriesDiscrete TransformationsNeutral Kaons, Oscillations, and CP
ViolationFormulation of the Standard ModelStandard Model and Confrontation with
DataBeyond the Standard Model Readership: Advanced undergraduates and
researchers in nuclear and particle physics. Keywords:Rutherford
Scattering;Nuclear Properties;Nuclear Structure;Elementary Particles;Sub-Structure
of Particles;Particle Detectors;Interactions in Matter;The Standard
Model;Symmetries of Nature;Theories of Nuclear and Particle
Structure;Radioactivity;SupersymmetryReviews: “The book by Das and Ferbel is
particularly suited as a basis for a one-semester course on both subjects since it
contains a very concise introduction to those topics and I like very much the
outline and contents of this book.” Kay Konigsmann Universität Freiburg, Germany
“The book provides an introduction to the subject very well suited for the
introductory course for physics majors. Presentation is very clear and nicely
balances the issues of nuclear and particle physics, exposes both theoretical ideas
and modern experimental methods. Presentation is also very economic and one
can cover most of the book in a one-semester course. In the second edition, the
authors updated the contents to reflect the very recent developments in the theory
and experiment. They managed to do it without substantial increase of the size of
the book. I used the first edition several times to teach the course ‘Introduction to
Subatomic Physics’ and I am looking forward to use this new edition to teach the
course next year.” Professor Mark Strikman Pennsylvania State University, USA
“This book can be recommended to those who find elementary particle physics of
absorbing interest.” Contemporary Physics '

Quarks and Leptones
An Introduction to Elementary Particles, Second Edition aims to give an
introduction to the theoretical methods and ideas used to describe how elementary
particles behave, as well as interpret some of the phenomena associated with it.
The book covers topics such as quantum mechanics; brats, kets, vectors, and
linear operations; angular momentum; scattering and reaction theory; the
polarization and angularization of spin-0-spin-1/2 scattering; and symettery,
isotopic spin, and hypercharge. The book also discusses particles such as bosons,
baryons, mesons, kaons, and hadrons, as well as the interactions between them.
The text is recommended for physicists, especially those who are practitioners and
researchers in the fields of quantum physics and elementary-particle physics.

Elementary Particles
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"The conceptual changes brought by modern physics are important, radical and
fascinating, yet they are only vaguely understood by people working outside the
field. Exploring the four pillars of modern physics - relativity, quantum mechanics,
elementary particles and cosmology - this clear and lively account will interest
anyone who has wondered what Einstein, Bohr, Schrèodinger and Heisenberg were
really talking about. The book discusses quarks and leptons, antiparticles and
Feynman diagrams, curved space-time, the Big Bang and the expanding Universe.
Suitable for undergraduate students in non-science as well as science subjects, it
uses problems and worked examples to help readers develop an understanding of
what recent advances in physics actually mean"--

Introductory Statistical Thermodynamics
This book is a short introduction to classical field theory, most suitable for
undergraduate students who have had at least intermediate-level courses in
electromagnetism and classical mechanics. The main theme of the book is
showcasing role of fields in mediating action-at-a-distance interactions. Suitable
technical machinery is developed to explore at least some aspect of each of the
four known fundamental forces in nature. Beginning with the physically-motivated
introduction to field theory, the text covers the relativistic formulation of
electromagnetism in great detail so that aspects of gravity and the nuclear
interaction not usually encountered at the undergraduate level can be covered by
using analogies with familiar electromagentism. Special topics such as the
behavior of gravity in extra, compactified dimensions, magnetic monopoles and
electromagnetic duality, and the Higgs mechanism are also briefly considered.

Introduction to Elementary Particles
Intended for beginning graduate students or advanced undergraduates, this text
provides a thorough introduction to the phenomena of high-energy physics and the
Standard Model of elementary particles. It should thus provide a sufficient
introduction to the field for experimeters, as well as sufficient background for
theorists to continue with advanced courses on field theory. The text develops the
Standard Model from the bottom up, showing the experimental evidence for each
theoretical assumption and emphasizing the most recent results. It includes
thorough discussions of electromagnetic interactions (of interest in particle
detection), magnetic monopoles, and extensions of the Standard Model.

An Introduction to Particle Physics and the Standard Model
The book provides theoretical and phenomenological insights on the structure of
matter, presenting concepts and features of elementary particle physics and
fundamental aspects of nuclear physics. Starting with the basics (nomenclature,
classification, acceleration techniques, detection of elementary particles), the
properties of fundamental interactions (electromagnetic, weak and strong) are
introduced with a mathematical formalism suited to undergraduate students. Some
experimental results (the discovery of neutral currents and of the W± and Z0
bosons; the quark structure observed using deep inelastic scattering experiments)
show the necessity of an evolution of the formalism. This motivates a more
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detailed description of the weak and strong interactions, of the Standard Model of
the microcosm with its experimental tests, and of the Higgs mechanism. The open
problems in the Standard Model of the microcosm and macrocosm are presented
at the end of the book.

Particles and Fundamental Interactions
Describes the branch of astronomy in which processes in the universe are
investigated with experimental methods employed in particle-physics experiments.
After a historical introduction the basics of elementary particles, Explains particle
interactions and the relevant detection techniques, while modern aspects of
astroparticle physics are described in a chapter on cosmology. Provides an
orientation in the field of astroparticle physics that many beginners might seek and
appreciate because the underlying physics fundamentals are presented with little
mathematics, and the results are illustrated by many diagrams. Readers have a
chance to enter this field of astronomy with a book that closes the gap between
expert and popular level.

Particles and Fundamental Interactions
This is the first quantitative treatment of elementary particle theory that is
accessible to undergraduates. Using a lively, informal writing style, the author
strikes a balance between quantitative rigor and intuitive understanding. The first
chapter provides a detailed historical introduction to the subject. Subsequent
chapters offer a consistent and modern presentation, covering the quark model,
Feynman diagrams, quantum electrodynamics, and gauge theories. A clear
introduction to the Feynman rules, using a simple model, helps readers learn the
calculational techniques without the complications of spin. And an accessible
treatment of QED shows how to evaluate tree-level diagrams. Contains an
abundance of worked examples and many end-of-chapter problems.

Advanced Concepts in Particle and Field Theory
An essential introduction to particle physics, with coverage ranging from the basics
through to the very latest developments, in an accessible and carefully structured
text. Particle Physics: Third Edition is a revision of a highly regarded introduction to
particle physics. In its two previous editions this book has proved to be an
accessible and balanced introduction to modern particle physics, suitable for those
students needed a more comprehensive introduction to the subject than provided
by the ‘compendium’ style physics books. In the Third Edition the standard model
of particle physics is carefully developed whilst unnecessary mathematical
formalism is avoided where possible. Emphasis is placed on the interpretation of
experimental data in terms of the basic properties of quarks and leptons. One of
the major developments of the past decade has been the establishing of the
existence of neutrino oscillations. This will have a profound effect on the plans of
experimentalists. This latest edition brings the text fully up-to-date, and includes
new sections on neutrino physics, as well as expanded coverage of detectors, such
as the LHC detector. End of chapter problems with a full set of hints for their
solutions provided at the end of the book. An accessible and carefully structured
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introduction to this demanding subject. Includes more advanced material in
optional ‘starred’ sections. Coverage of the foundations of the subject, as well as
the very latest developments.

Quantum Field Theory
Introduction to Elementary Particle Theory details the fundamental concepts and
basic principles of the theory of elementary particles. The title emphasizes on the
phenomenological foundations of relativistic theory and to the strong interactions
from the S-matrix standpoint. The text first covers the basic description of
elementary particles, and then proceeds to tackling relativistic quantum mechanics
and kinematics. Next the selection deals with the problem of internal symmetry. In
the last part, the title details the elements of dynamical theory. The book will be of
great use to students and researchers in the field of particle physics.

String Theory and M-Theory
This is the first quantitative treatment of elementary particle theory that is
accessible to undergraduates. Using a lively, informal writing style, the author
strikes a balance between quantitative rigor and intuitive understanding. The first
chapter provides a detailed historical introduction to the subject. Subsequent
chapters offer a consistent and modern presentation, covering the quark model,
Feynman diagrams, quantum electrodynamics, and gauge theories. A clear
introduction to the Feynman rules, using a simple model, helps readers learn the
calculational techniques without the complications of spin. And an accessible
treatment of QED shows how to evaluate tree-level diagrams. Contains an
abundance of worked examples and many end-of-chapter problems.

Introduction to Elementary Particle Physics
Part of the Physics in a New Era series of assessments of the various branches of
the field, Elementary-Particle Physics reviews progress in the field over the past 10
years and recommends actions needed to address the key questions that remain
unanswered. It explains in simple terms the present picture of how matter is
constructed. As physicists have probed ever deeper into the structure of matter,
they have begun to explore one of the most fundamental questions that one can
ask about the universe: What gives matter its mass? A new international
accelerator to be built at the European laboratory CERN will begin to explore some
of the mechanisms proposed to give matter its heft. The committee recommends
full U.S. participation in this project as well as various other experiments and
studies to be carried out now and in the longer term.

Introduction to Nuclear and Particle Physics
Changes and additions to the new edition of this classic textbook include a new
chapter on symmetries, new problems and examples, improved explanations,
more numerical problems to be worked on a computer, new applications to solid
state physics, and consolidated treatment of time-dependent potentials.
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Essential Mathematical Methods for the Physical Sciences
This book presents 140 problems with solutions in introductory nuclear and particle
physics. Rather than being only partially provided or simply outlined, as is typically
the case in textbooks on nuclear and particle physics, all solutions are explained in
detail. Furthermore, different possible approaches are compared. Some of the
problems concern the estimation of quantities in realistic experimental situations.
In general, solving the problems does not require a substantial mathematics
background, and the focus is instead on developing the reader’s sense of physics
in order to work out the problem in question. Consequently, sections on
experimental methods and detection methods constitute a major part of the book.
Given its format and content, it offers a valuable resource, not only for
undergraduate classes but also for self-assessment in preparation for graduate
school entrance and other examinations.

An Introduction to Elementary Particles
Introductory Statistical Thermodynamics is a text for an introductory one-semester
course in statistical thermodynamics for upper-level undergraduate and graduate
students in physics and engineering. The book offers a high level of detail in
derivations of all equations and results. This information is necessary for students
to grasp difficult concepts in physics that are needed to move on to higher level
courses. The text is elementary, self contained, and mathematically well-founded,
containing a number of problems with detailed solutions to help students to grasp
the more difficult theoretical concepts. Beginning chapters place an emphasis on
quantum mechanics Includes problems with detailed solutions and a number of
detailed theoretical derivations at the end of each chapter Provides a high level of
detail in derivations of all equations and results
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